
VINS DE BOUTEILLE
PÉTILLANT
Crémant/Cidre/Cal i forn ia  Spark l ing

56VICTORINE DE CHASTENNAY, CREMANT DE BOURGOGNE, BURGUNDY  NV1
• 75% Pinot Noir, the rest Gamay/Aligote/Chard - Bright, fruity and crisp packed with beautiful pure red berry and floral notes giving the wine
a sense of energy. Shows a hint of blood orange on the juicy and refreshing finish. Festive is word that comes to mind.

46ALLIMANT LAUGNER, CREMANT D'ALSACE, ROSÉ NV2
• Pinot Noir - Dry rosé. Strawberry, crisp and flowery. Light-hearted, fine bubbles, easy drinking fun.

48ERIC BORDELET, "GRANIT," POIRE, NORMANDY '145
• Pear Cider - off dry, fresh, clean, great fun summer sparkling cider, low alcohol

Champagne
89CHAPUY, BLANC DE BLANCS, GRAND CRU, BRUT RESERVE NV, OGER, MARNE6

• Chardonnay - Ripe citrus and peach, exuberant bubbles give creamy texture. Enough of that buttered toast feeling to know it's there but to
not overpower. Champagne personified.

105COLLET, BRUT ROSE, NV, AY7
• 50% Pinot Noir/40% Chardonnay/10% Pinot Meunier - A richness of fruits-mulberry and blackcurrant, peach- a note of cocoa, making a
round, supple, velvety wine. A beautiful silky texture, sustained by a tender effervescence.

95MARC HEBRART, "SELECTION BRUT,"  NV, MAREUIL-SUR-AY8
• 65% Pinot Noir/35% Chardonnay - An expressive profile that rides the delicate, lacy mousse, enlivened by finely knit, vibrant acidity.
Abundant spice and graphite notes accent a creamy mix of glazed apple, honey, brioche and lemon parfait. Lightly chalky on the lingering
finish.

115LAURENT PERRIER, BRUT ROSE RESERVE, NV9
• Pinot Noir - Intense fruit flavors, clean and snappy, the wine opens to what can only be described as freshly picked red berries like
strawberries, cherries, black currants and raspberries. The finish is supple and rounded.

BLANC
Burgundy( ish)

42DOMAINE DE LA DENANTE, BOURGOGNE '1611
• Chardonnay - Crisp and simple, this is a bright, citrusy wine. Acidity with a clean, clear character that gives it liveliness. This is true to the
varietal, all fruit with no sign of oak.

90DOMAINE MICHEL NIELLON, BOURGOGNE '1613
• Chardonnay - Elegance personified. There's finesse, complexity and quite a long finish. Yes, pricey for a Bourgogne Blanc but so, so worth it.
Almost all the grapes are from right outside their new Domaine, located in Chassagne-Montrachet.

75DOMAINE SEGUINOT-BORDET, FOURCHAUMES, CHABLIS 1ER CRU,'1721
• Chardonnay - Less big, ripe fruit than Chard grown in warmer climates, there's characteristics described as “flinty” or “steely” and laced with
minerality. The nose is an explosion of elegant white flowers & fresh brioche. The palate has power, richness, and elegance. The finish just
goes on and on.

65GILBERT PICQ, CHABLIS '1710
• Chardonnay - There are beautiful fruit notes, including green apple and apricot, and touches of white flowers and flint. No oak used.

95DOMAINE MONTHELIE-DOUHAIRET-PARCHERET, MONTHELIE "LES DURESSES" 1ER CRU '149
• Chardonnay - Its lemony aromas blend with notes of white flowers, apple, and hazelnut. The palate starts off soft and is backed by a degree
of acidity which is a hallmark of great white wines.

128DOMAINE DES MEIX, LES MURGERS DES DENTS DE CHIEN, SAINT AUBIN 1ER CRU '1420
• Chardonnay - Rough translation of "a wall that looks like dog's teeth", which is hilarious. With Montrachet located right next door, Saint
Aubin doesn't have the name recognition but has the quality. Showing a nose of acacia, honeysuckly and mint leaf, the palate then opens
with candied citrus, underlined by a full and rich body.

65DOMINIQUE CORNIN, POUILLY-FUISSE, MACONNAIS '1712
• Chardonnay - Straightforward, clean, lightly honeyed bouquet with just a hint of yellow flower & popcorn. The palate is fresh with a keen line
of acidity and good tension. Very harmonious and quite complex, the finish offering subtle orange rind and quince notes.

68THE DRAWING BOARD BY WENZLAU VINEYARDS, SANTA RITA HILLS, CALIFORNIA  '1547
• Chardonnay - Don't go back to the drawing board with this killer, old school Chard. Ultra mineral driven and lush with killer apple
quenchability and exotic floral and pear aromas.

60LAGUNA CHARDONNAY, RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY, SONOMA COUNTY '1616
• Chardonnay - Well balanced and luxurious citrus, quince and pear with asian spice.  Buttery with good acidity, long finish.
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Loire  Val ley/Bordeaux( ish)
48DOMAINE RICHOU, "CHAUVIGNÉ", ANJOU, LOIRE VALLEY '1734

• Chenin Blanc - The emphasis here is on freshness and minerality, with bright aromatics, lemon high tones and that pop of acid that will
cleanse the palate after each sip and make you want, no NEED, to take another bite.

48ROCOCO WINES "DELTA", SACRAMENTO DELTA  '1827
• Chenin Blanc - Tight aromas of guava, nectarine and bubblegum show on the nose while the supple yet racy palate is framed by intensely
bright acidity, delivering flavors of white cherry, Pink Lady apple and rounded melon. Think lean and mean, acid and minerality.

54JEAN-JACQUES AUCHÈRE, SANCERRE, BUE-EN-SANCERRE, LOIRE VALLEY '1723
• Sauvignon Blanc - No need to sell you on this one. Everyone pretty much unanimously loves Sancerre. Sustainably farmed and vinified
using traditional methods in stainless steel tanks. The nose combines aromas of zesty citrus, juicy pineapple and fresh mango. The palate is
clean & crisp, with a fine, persistent finish.

54CHATEAU RESPIDE-MEDEVILLE, GRAVES BLANC, BORDEAUX  '1610
• Sauvignon Blanc/Semillon - You get the deliciousness of Sauv Blanc with the added creaminess and mouthfeel from the Semillon. Ripe
Apricot, Peach with the rich texture Bordeaux Blanc can give you.

42LOUIS METAIREAU, "BLACK LABEL," MUSCADET-SEVRE-ET MAINE, SUR LIE, LOIRE VALLEY '1629
• Melon de Bourgogne - Brisk, super-dry that is made in the region of France where the Loire river meets the Atlantic to give it a little salinity.
Its acidity, balanced by an attractively modest amount of fruit, is designed to cut through the richness of its classic companion, the oyster.

54FORLORN HOPE, "NACRE" NAPA VALLEY '1128
• Sémillon - An homage to Hunter Valley Semillon born from 60 year old dry farmed organic vines from Yount Mill Vineyard. This long-lived,
low-alcohol, acid-driven white from the heart of Cabernet country in Napa Valley is finally ready to roll (8 years later haha). Waxy, different,
citrusy, saline...this is a Pandora's Box of flavors. Unleash the beast!

Alsace( ish)/Savoie/Rhone Val ley/Southern France
44ANDRE & MICHEL QUENARD "CHIGNIN" SAVOIE  '1730

• Jacquere: Lively, high acidity wine & very food friendly (hello Moules!) Lemon and pear, medium body, creamy texture.

30HUGEL, ALSACE '14   /   375ML220
• Gewurztraminer - A slew of candied fruits and Turkish delight on the nose, which doesn't leave you in any doubt about the the fact that it's
Gwertz. Quite a rich wine, but the unusually bright acidity for the variety keeps it dry and lively with enough sweetness to matter.

95DOMAINE TEMPIER, BANDOL BLANC, PROVENCE,  '17221
• Clairette Blend - White wine accounts for just 3% of Tempier’s total wine production hence this wine being very allocated. Made from grapes
grown on the estate’s finest vineyards which benefit from limited exposure to sunshine. This results in the grapes ripening slowly which allows
the wine to mature with good balance after spending 8 to 10 months in oak casks. Apricot and peach greets the nose, with underlying aromas
of fennel, citrus and honeysuckle. The palate is textured and bold without being heavy, marked by flavours of preserved lemons, stone fruits
and a slight salty je ne sais quoi that brings the whole thing together beautifully.

75CAVE DE RIBEAUVILLE, OSTEBERG, GRAND CRU, ALSACE '1233
• Riesling - The slightest notions of dark, bitter honey hover above ripe, red-apple, along with spice, chalk and lanolin. The dry palate
highlights all these flavors in turn, lit up by freshness and held by a taut, bright structure. This is a beautiful, statuesque wine full of complex,
chalky notes. The absolutely clean finish is long and a total apple-scented joy.

42DOMAINE DU SEMINAIRE, "FLEUR DE VIOGNIER", COTES DU RHONE '1736
• 70% Viognier/20% Marsanne/10% Grenache Blanc - Floral, spicy aromas from Viognier, waxy, oily viscosity from Marsanne, and a rich
fullness from Grenache Blanc. There’s a pleasing balance between the ripeness of the fruits and a grainy texture. Delicious with French Onion
Soup.

85LOUIS BOVARD DEZALEY MEDINETTE, CULLY, GRAND CRU, SWITZERLAND '1337
• Chasselas - Everyone knows and loves Swiss wines, especially Chasselas right? Of course not, but nevertheless, here we have it. Fresh, open,
herby minerally nose. The palate combines lovely rich fruit with good acidity. A really delicious, fun, fruity offering.

ROSÉ
48DOMAINE DE LA VILLAUDIERE, SANCERRE '1841

• Pinot Noir - This is what the God's intended when Rose was born. Snappy, red fruited, mineraly goodness. This is the kind of wine that
makes you want to be a better person. Or at least a better drinker!

40DOMAINE LAVAU, TAVEL '1743
• 50% Grenache /45% Cinsault /5% Syrah - Fun fact...they make only Rose in Tavel. Ok, teaching out of the way there's aromas of red
currants, fresh nuts, roses and minerality. Fresh, well balanced with good acidity.

45LA BERNARDE, "HAUTS DU LUC", CÔTES DE PROVENCE  '1844
• 5 grape varietals -  A smooth and softly textured wine, this is gentle with its acidity and freshness. It balances that with generous strawberry
flavors that give richness. Blink and you'll miss that you've polished off the bottle.
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ROUGE
Burgundy( ish)  /  Beaujo la is

56WONDERWALL, EDNA VALLEY, CENTRAL COAST  '1851
• Pinot Noir -  Delicious food friendly wine, hints of cola touch of smoke, cloves and black cherry, black tea and cinnamon ... all in perfect
harmony.

75THE DRAWING BOARD BY WENZLAU VINEYARD, SANTA RITA HILLS, CALIFORNIA  '1670
• Pinot Noir - A beautiful, elegant and seamless Pinot that exhibits notes of sweet cherries, rose bush, wet rock and charcoal. Medium-bodied,
lively and pure, with ultra-fine tannin structure, this is a French wine that happens to be made in Cali.

60DOMAINE MASSE, CÔTE CHALONNAISE, BOURGOGNE '1760
• Pinot Noir - Hints of pepper, earth and red fruit.  Family run, the winemaker son, Fabrice was awarded best young talent in Burgundy.  His
wines show his talent & are a great example of an appellation wine.

95DOMAINE CHARLES AUDOIN, "LES FAVIÈRES," MARSANNAY  '1453
• Pinot Noir - Always one of Audoin's best wines with its subtly oaked nose of fresh and layered black raspberry, violet and cassis aromas. The
rich, full-bodied and mouth coating flavors possess plenty of dry extract that pushes the firm tannic spine to the background on the focused,
powerful and dusty finale.

85DOMAINE MOREY-COFFINET, LES CHAUMES ROUGE, CHASSAGNE-MONTRACHET '1755
• Pinot Noir -  From a part of burgundy that is predominately burg blanc, this les chaumes Pinot is a baby but is still somehow ready to roll.
Truffles, beef consommé, garrigues, white flowers, bright cherry. Acidity that washes it all away, in a good way.

110MONTHELIE DOUHAIRET PORCHERET, "LES DURESSES," MONTHELIE 1ER CRU,  '1556
• Pinot Noir - What a vintage like 2015 does is provide the additional flesh and weight that this area usually is a little short on. In truth this
producer has been a go-to in warmer vintages here for several years now. A spicy bouquet, with accents of Morello cherry, gooseberry and
raspberry. A tasty and concentrated structure, with a fascinating complexity.

90DOMAINE CHARLES AUDOIN, "LE ROZIER", FIXIN '1457
• Pinot Noir - A cool, airy and solidly complex nose combines notes of white and red flowers with those of earth, red currant and a hint of
raspberry liqueur. There is fine density to the attractively textured and minerally middle weight flavors that culminate in a very mildly austere
and rustic finale. This is an excellent Fixin villages and also well-worth your attention.

45COTEAUX DES MARGOTS, MACON-PIERRECLOS, BURGUNDY '1748
• Gamay - Hand harvested and aged in stainless steel, this light bodied well balanced wine is full of red fruit with a hint of spice & chocolate. 
Enjoy with charcuterie.  100% family run winery, from farming to sales.

48DOMAINE EMILE CHEYSSON “CLOS LES FARGES” CHIROUBLES, BEAUJOLAIS '1649
• Gamay - Made from the highest altitude Cru Beaujolais village with soil of crushed granite. Palate of red berries and a pinch of soil, lively
acidity and sleek tannins, this is a great easy to drink wine.

Loire  Val ley/Bordeaux

50CHATEAU DE COULAINE, CHINON, LOIRE VALLEY '1761
• Cabernet Franc -  Mostly from vines up to about 15 years old and aged in cement tanks. A real ‘vin de soif’ giving the green bell pepper &
extravagant raspberry perfume and thirst quenching freshness that Chinon is so well known for. Very fresh, very summery.

45GEORGES VIGOUROUX, CHATEAU LAFLEUR DE HAUTE SERRE, CAHORS '1768
• 90% Malbec / 10% Merlot - Made in the Cahors region, the dark red’s French home, and an integral part of Southwest France, the Wine
Enthusiast 2017 Wine Region of the Year. A brilliant dark red in the glass. Earthy aromas of black truffle lead to a soft and elegant palate with
notes of red fruit.

60CHÂTEAU RESPIDE-MEDEVILLE, GRAVES, BORDEAUX '1669
• 60% Cabernet / Merlot - black plum, red/black currant, full body, smooth.

85LA RESERVE DE MALARTIC, PESSAC-LEOGNAN, BORDEAUX '15117
• 65% Merlot/30% Cab/5% Cab Franc - Meant to be enjoyed at a younger age and drinkable NOW. Big, bold, black-fruited, with just enough
oak, this is a crowd pleaser.

60CHATEAU SAINT AUBIN, MEDOC, BORDEAUX '1563
• Bordeaux Blend - From vineyards in the furthest Northern area of Bordeaux, this wine treads a fine line between serious wood aging and
ripe fruit. At this young stage, both characteristics are in play, giving the wine both ripe black fruits and toasty, dry flavors.

84CHATEAU MEYNEY, ST-ESTÈPHE BORDEAUX '1564
• Bordeaux blend - The palate is medium-bodied with grippy tannin on the entry, good weight in the mouth and that Pauillac-like graphite
tincture on the finish.

115CHATEAU KIRWAN "LES CHARMES DE KIRWAN" MARGAUX, BORDEAUX '15114
• 45% Cabernet/30% Merlot/15% Cab Franc/10% P. Verdot - Second wine of Kriwan. Round and fleshy fruit flavors of blackberry, cherry and
a hint of chocolate. Balanced acidity and fruit with just a hint of cedar wood.

105"JOSEPHINE DE BOYD", MARGAUX, BORDEAUX '1566
• Cabernet/Merlot/Cab Franc/Petit Verdot - Second wine of Château Boyd-Cantenac. Floral notes with dark red fruits. Subtlety, complexity,
intense and elegance.
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Rhone( ish)/Southern France/Cors ica

50CLEFS DE MURAILLES, VACQUEYRAS '1671
• 83%Grenache/12% Syrah/5%Cinsault - A nice illustration of the Vacqueyras appellation for the freshness and pureness of its fruit. It is
characterized by an intense bouquet of small wild fruits, crushed strawberries and blueberries. In the mouth, it is well structured with an
explosion of fruits. The finish shows hints of licorice.

48LES FUSTIERS, CÔTES DU RHÔNE '1672
• Grenache/Syrah - Curated in the Southern Rhône Valley, with vineyards of alluvial deposits and stones on clay and limestone slopes in the
departments of Vaucluse and Gard. Fresh red currants and raspberry with a little spice & scrubwood.  Subtle tannins make this an easy
drinking wine.

80DOMAINE SANTA DUC, AUX LIEUX-DITS, GIGONDAS, RHÔNE '1573
• 75% Grenache/13% Mourvèdre and the rest Syrah/Cinsault Delightfully ripe, with a ton of blackberry, black cherry and fig compote flavors
melded together, licorice and bittersweet cocoa notes that add range through the finish. A hefty style, but has the detail to match. Hearty
wine for heartier dishes.

86ANDRE BRUNEL, CHÂTEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE,  RHONE  '1674
• 70% Grenache/25% Syrah/5%, Mourvèdre - Although Brunel uses younger-vine fruit for this bottling (his older vines provide the fruit for
Les Cailloux), it has plenty of complexity, from the spicy, herbal fruit to the notes of shiitakes and seaweed that give it a saline, umami depth.
It’s mature and savory. Tastes much older than it is.

54DOMAINE CHANTE CIGALE, CHÂTEANEUF-DU-PAPE, RHONE '15 / 375 ML75
• 65% Grenache/20% Syrah/10% Mourvedre/5% Cinsault - Vivid ruby-red. Powerful cherry and black raspberry scents are complemented
by hints of licorice pastille and potpourri. Broad and fleshy on the palate, offering appealing sweet red and dark berry flavors and repeating
florality. Tightens up slowly and becomes spicier on the finish, which clings with impressive tenacity and smooth tannins.

70DOMAINE GAYLORD MACHON "LHONY", CROZES-HERMITAGE  '14205
• Syrah - Appealing raspberry liqueur, some oak and a note of damp forest on the nose. The palate bears clove, spicing, appealing fruit within,
red fruits and raspberry. It’s a very sound wine in a mighty tricky year.

135LIONEL FAURY, CÔTE RÔTIE '16201
• 90% Syrah/10% Viognier - Its depth on the palate, along with the never-ending aromas of eucalyptus, menthol, game, leather, violets,
spice, suggests a Côte-Rôtie of the old school.  Perfect pairing for the steak frites.

85DOMAINE RAY-JANE, BANDOL ROUGE  '11223
• 90% Mourvèdre/5% Cinsault/5% Grenache - Reds from Bandol always need a bit of time in the bottle to really mellow out and become
what they were destined to be....awesome! This 2011 is ready to rock showing red and blue fruits, that hint of animal typical of reds from
Bandol and the Rhone, spices with round tannins and power to spare.

45DOMAINE PETRONI, CORSE ROUGE, CORSICA '1682
• 50% Niellucciu (Sangiovese)/35% Syrah/15% Grenache - Vibrant dark berry, tiny hints of fresh tobacco and evergreen. The palate is
medium and wonderfully lifted. Super juicy length and clean. A fun, easy drinking wine.

Very  Cal i forn ia

56NAVIGATOR, NAPA VALLEY '1794
• 60% Cab Sauv/40% Merlot - Big, juicy, structure, soft oak, silky tannins...this has all the things one might want in a Napa Cab but the Merlot
softens everything just enough. This is an ideal American palate kind of wine.

65ANTHONY AUGUST, NAPA VALLEY '14
• Cabernet - Medium bodied, with a full and round aspect that carries through to the finish. There is a nice light tone of acidity which
complements and counterbalances the roundness on the midpalate. The fruit is ripe, with black berries on the palate and an appealing
bittersweet chocolate tone towards the finish. The finish is long and smooth. Not a slap you in the face Cab, think Bordeaux with sweeter,
riper fruit.

120CHAPPELLET, "SIGNATURE" NAPA VALLEY '1697
• 79% Cabernet/12% Petit Verdot /9% Malbec - The Signature has been Chappellet's flagship wine for more than three decades. It's a
benchmark for the long-lived hillside wines of the Napa Valley. Deep, rich and beautifully structured, this is absolutely classic hillside Napa
Valley Cab, offering aromas of blackberry, cassis, and chocolate, along with hints of espresso, anise and fragrant herbs. Concentrated berry
and black cherry flavors are underscored by velvety tannins and subtle notes of cola and clove.   96 pts

98DAY "EL DIABLO VINEYARD", RUSSIAN RIVER VALLEY, '1593
• Zinfandel - This is best described as a field blend (mostly Zin they think) planted with numerous red and white varieties. Exotic and intense,
with ripeness pushed to the edge, the Diablo possesses superb depth. Inky dark cherry, menthol, lavender and rose petal nuances add to the
wine's distinctive personality.

60BONNY DOON VINEYARD, "LE POUSSEUR", CENTRAL COAST, CA  '1395
• Syrah - Love Cabernet? - Treat yourself & give this gem a try.  Perfumed & full bodied with notes of raspberry, cherry, lilac, white and black
pepper, savory herbs and bacon.

86SCHOLIUM PROJECT "BABYLON", TENBRICK VINEYARD, SUISUN VALLEY, '1291
• Petite Sirah - Sourced from Tenbrick Vineyard, a remarkable vineyard with vines that are perfectly balanced, restricted in their growth with
clusters that are few in number and with small berries. Filled with ripe, rich fruit and a plethora of spices. Rich and intense red wine.
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RÊVE RESERVES
Wine af ic ionados and anyone who loves  f inding h idden gems,  th is  i s

your  l i s t .  These are  hard to  f ind or  l imited product ion wines .   Th is  l i s t
changes often,  as  some we have just  one bott le .

90CRUSE WINE CO. "CRUSE TRADITION", SPARKLING WINE, CALIFORNIA  '163
• 85% Chardonnay/15% Pinot Noir - A blend from three extraordinary grape growing sites: Rorick Vineyard high in the Sierra Foothills (56%),
Rita’s Crown in coastal Santa Barbara (29%), and Alder Springs in cool Mendocino County (15%) all from the 2016 vintage. Michael Cruse was
the 2016 SF Chronicle Winemaker of the Year and probably known best for his Ultramarine sparkling wines but his Tradition is his baby. The
resultant wine is sunny and beautifully, bubbly with a toasty, almond butter nose, and a wild palate of beeswax, white flowers, ripe apples,
and a squeeze of lemon. It is a snapshot of sparkling California wines.

90DOMAINE VACHERON, SANCERRE, LOIRE VALLEY  '18222
• 100% Sauv Blanc - From plantings which are embedded in a mix of silex, chalk and clay. This is a vibrant and zesty Sauv Blanc with a touch
of flinty smoke and citrus. This is considered just a step above a "Classic Sancerre" due to the higher concentration of silex. It is very clean
with loads of energy and bright freshness throughout. It makes the reserve list because it's is very tough to get a hold of.

152DOMAINE DU CHÂTEAU DE PULIGNY-MONTRACHET, PULIGNY-MONTRACHET '1517
• Chardonnay - One of only a few Domaine named after the place it's from, this has the complexity one is looking for in quality White Burg.
Their wines are known for their great aromatic purity, favoring balance and elegance over power and extraction (as it should be). They're
classic expressions of Burgundy, of their appellations in general and of their specific terroirs. The limestone soil is moderately deep and the
appellation benefits from early harvesting in order to fully maintain its freshness.

170DOMAINE DE MONTILLE, LES NARVAUX-DESSOUS, MEURSAULT '1515
• Chardonnay - The vineyard Les Narvaux du Dessous was acquired by the Domaine in 2008. It faces southeast, rather high on the Meursault
slope. The soil is deep and very rocky. Narvaux typically offers a beautiful combination of the suppleness and generosity typical of the
appellation held back by a lovely minerality. This is a serious wine for the refined Burgundy palate.

120CLOS SOLENE, "HOMMAGE BLANC", PASO ROBLES, CA '16111
• 75% Roussanne/25% Viognier - Clos Selene is a story near and dear to Reve Bistro. Boy (Guillame Fabre) meets girl (Solene), falls in love,
they uproot their lives and they settle into their shared dream. A winery in Paso Robles in their case, a restaurant in Lafayette in Paul & Laura's
case. So featuring Clos Selene was a no brainer. The story is great and the wine is just as good. The palate is both tropical and extremely fresh,
with pear flesh and light guava flavors wrapped up in a bountiful acid and grippy texture. (one bottle)

130CLOS SOLENE "FLEUR DE SOLENE", PASO ROBLES, CA '14116
• 70% Syrah/20% Grenache/10% Cabernet Franc - See above for the story on this producer we can tell you about what's in the bottle. Open
it early as it needs a bit of time to unwind, but once it does, it's another ode to balanced richness. Aromas of blackberry and wet slate lead
into an elegant palate that's thick, soft and full of grippy tannins. Flavors of elderberry and violet lead into a polished vanilla finish.

185CHATEAU DE FONSALETTE "RESERVE" COTES DU RHONE '0680
• Syrah / Cinsault / Grenache blend - Pop and pour NOW, as this beauty has just entered the drink me phase of it's life. Fonsalette is widely
regarded as one of the top producers in the Rhone Valley. There's that lovely nose of ripe raspberry and incense, but some meaty syrah notes
as well, with some cola and blackberry. On the palate, nice texture, some sweetness from the ripe fruit and a nice black raspberry and a hint
of bitter black fruit. Like a tenured fine dining waiter, the tannins are perfectly integrated so you know they're there but you hardly notice
them.

325LE CLOS DU CAILLOU "LA RÉSERVE" CHÂTEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE 2000301
• 45% Grenache, 40% Mourvedre, and the rest Syrah as well as miscellaneous varietals. A wealth of fruit, power, and balance, amazing purity,
and a sumptuous, 65-second finish are the stuff of legends. We scored one bottle of this gem, as it's only available at auction.  Certified
organic & 99 pts from RP.  Why not indulge? (one bottle)

130CHATEAU BONALGUE, POMEROL, BORDEAUX '1567
• 90% Merlot/10% Cab Franc - The property traces its history back to before the French Revolution with the current owner having purchased
the chateau in 1926. Château Bonalgue sits in the very west of Pomerol just near the Libourne city limit. The property only has about 7.5
hectares of vines that are planted mostly to Merlot. Big and rich with plum, dried fruit and stone aromas and flavors. Full body, round and
velvety tannins with a chewy finish. Tons of volume and weight just dying for a little (or a lot of) red meat.

1295CHÂTEAU MARGAUX, MARGAUX '05302
• 85% Cabernet 15% Merlot.  Almost impossible to find, this 100 pt gem is on the lists of some of the highest rated restaurants of the world ..
for over $2200. "The purity of fruit is stunning, with blueberries, raspberries, fresh flowers, and hints of licorice. This is perfect and complete."
- JS (one bottle)

160 & 175JEAN GAUTREAU, SOCIANDO-MALLET, HAUTE MEDOC 1996 & 2000300
• Jean Gautreau is one of the best and most respected wine makers in Bordeaux and creator of Sociando-Mallet, a sought after Haut-Médoc. 
In 1995, M. Gautreau created his own cuvée. These wines were not intended for release during his lifetime, but more of a legacy for his
daughter.  His wines have never been exported to the US, until a special agreement with Martine's imports was made.  We present two of
these vintages of Jean Gautreau Cuvée.  Cabernet dominant.

295DUNN, HOWELL MOUNTAIN, NAPA '07303
• Cabernet. Layer after layer of flavor saturates the palate in this opulent, full-throttle Cabernet Sauvignon. The 2007 possesses dazzling
textural richness, depth and sheer intensity. Purists may prefer more structured vintages, but for a producer known for such slow maturing
wines, the 2007 is a huge pleasure to taste today. (two bottles available)

***WINES ON THIS PAGE NOT AVAILABLE AT 50% OFF***
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